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BOYD INDUSTRIES
Patient chairs, delivery systems and exam lights

The expanded Townie Choice Award category Operatory 
Equipment allows Boyd Industries to showcase a broader 
selection of its orthodontic office equipment, including 

patient chairs, delivery systems, exam lights and stools. 
The M3000LC, Boyd’s most popular orthodontic patient 

treatment chair, offers a variety of features at an affordable price. 
The award-winning M3010 series works well in orthodontic 
consultation rooms, because the drop-toe design provides the 
most natural seated position for patients during consultations or 
minor exams. The Ultraleather Pro upholstery and memory foam 
cushioning provides additional patient comfort.

Boyd builds 10 standard delivery unit models for chairside, rear or 
concealed delivery to meet clinicians’ requirements for functionality 
and efficiency. The units are offered in several laminate choices to 
help express an individual’s style in a selection of colors and grains.

The BOS-279, Boyd’s most popular doctor or assistant seat, 
offers an ergonomic saddle seat, adjustable height and tilt with 
a floating lumbar support back. The seat is designed for a wide 
range of adjustments.

Boyd’s LED exam lights provide the latest in operatory light 
technology. Each model emits clear, natural white light for the best 
visibility of the oral cavity by using LEDs for cool, power-efficient 
and reliable operation. ■

HIGHLIGHTS

•  Commitment to quality: Boyd products are produced at 
its ISO 13485:2016 quality-certified factory, using high-
quality materials to ensure many years of service.

•  Sales and service: Boyd’s “doctor direct” sales approach 
differentiates the company from others in the industry. 
By using this approach, the company can connect 
directly with its customers to build trust and confidence 
between them, the sales team and the products.

•  Built for clinicians: Although Boyd offers a broad 
selection of standard products, the company prides 
itself on being able to tailor its operatory products 
to consumers’ personal choices for appearance and 
functionality. 
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